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By Nancy K. Miller

Avalon Publishing Group. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Breathless: An American
Girl in Paris, Nancy K. Miller, In the early 1960s, most middle-class American women in their twenties
had their lives laid out for them: marriage, children, and life in the suburbs. Most, but not all.
Breathless is the story of a girl who represents those who rebelled against conventional
expectations. Paris was a magnet for those eager to resist domesticity, and like many young
women of the decade, Nancy K. Miller was enamored of everything French--from perfume and
Hermes scarves to the writing of Simone de Beauvoir and the New Wave films of Jeanne Moreau.
After graduating from Barnard College in 1961, Miller set out for a year in Paris, with a plan to take
classes at the Sorbonne and live out a great romantic life inspired by the movies. After a string of
sexual misadventures, she gave up her short-lived freedom and married an American expatriate
who promised her a lifetime of three-star meals and five-star hotels. But her husband wasn't who
he said he was, and she eventually had to leave Paris and her dreams behind. This stunning memoir
chronicles a young woman's coming-of-age tale, and...
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Thorough information for ebook enthusiasts. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic-- Hilla r d Ma cejkovic

This kind of pdf is every little thing and taught me to looking forward and more. It is one of the most incredible book i have read. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about should you check with me).
-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M
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